
 

General safety advice 

For Sberbank Business Online (MultiCash) users 
 

What should I generally pay attention to if I want to use Sberbank Business Online (MultiCash) in a safe environment? 

 Update your operation system and browser with the newest available security maintenances 

 Use a reliable spyware software. It is especially important to update the database of the program with the latest virus 
samples! It is advisable to update every week, but preferably every day! 

 If it is possible, use a firewall software which is not part of the operating system. 

 Keep your passwords and IDs secret! If it is possible, use memorable, but untraceable, secret passwords what you do 
not need to write in reminders! (For more information, see the following question.) Make sure that no one is watching 
by the entering passwords. If you believe that your password has been unauthorized, change or disable the access 
immediately. 

 Never enter user IDs and passwords on sites that are not convinced of their reality! Sberbank Hungary will never and 
no way ask you for the secret data for MultiCash login and signing transactions, except on the system interface. If you 
receive this type of information requests, please immediately notify our customer service!  

 When using Sberbank Business Online (MultiCash), do not run any other application on your computer, especially when 
it is used in public space. 

 

Which login code should I choose for my own security? 

What kind of passwords are incorrect? 

 which is related to us, characterized by us (nickname, family member name, date of birth ...), 

 which can be easily guessed (number: 123456, fonts: qwerty), 

 too short, 

 which also includes characters that may not be available in all environments (typically accented characters), 

 simple dictionary word, in any language, 

 meaningless and impossible-to-remember characters such as dff3s * 24d76_89. 

What are the criteria of a correct password? 

 non-dictionary word, 

 contain letters, numbers, and special characters, 

 can not be tied to us, 

 easy to remember, so 

 you do not have to write in reminders. 
 
Here is an example of how to create the right password: 

1.: choosing a favorite phrase in a favorite book: "Oh Romeo, why are you Romeo!", 
2.: the initials of the words of a sentence, lower case upper case letters alternately, accented letters without accent: OrWaYr, 
3.: Insert a number into the string, eg. the year of the Compromise without the marking of the century: OrWa67Yr, 
4.: Placement of a special character: Or_Wa67Yr. 
 

What is phishing? What should I be careful about not to become a victim of a phishing attack? 
All malicious activities that try to obtain our personal information for fraud and abuse are collectivity referred to as phishing. 
The most commonly used method is an e-mail invitation that redirects us to a web page where our personal details are 
requested, including secret passwords. These sites usually confusingly similar to a bank or financial institution's website, so 
that the customer does not suspect it is a fraud. Very important to note that Sberbank Hungary never asks their customers 
to use identifiers anywhere outside of the Sberbank Business Online (MultiCash) application installed and never initiate any 
direct inquiry on any channel! 
 
What should I do if I receive this type of email or other way to request my Sberbank Business Online (MultiCash) 
details? 
Do not visit the website you are requesting via email or other methods! 
Immediately notify our customer service! 
What can I do to prevent it? 
If you follow our recommendations in the first paragraph, you can easily avoid phishing attempts. 
 

Sberbank Hungary Plc. 

 

If you have more questions about our Sberbank Business Online (MultiCash) service, please feel free to contact our account 

managers at our branches or call directly the E-Banking team at + 36 1 411-4177 or the Sberbank Telebank who are ready 

to answer all your questions. 


